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TEST THE TOP TEN
10 activities all kids should be doing over the summer

Here are some ideas to tick off and get you and your children off 
the technology and outside having the sort of childhood you 
KDG��5HPHPEHU��DFWLYLWLHV�WKDW�PDNH�XV�IHHO�JRRG�DUH�MXVW�DV�

LPSRUWDQW�IRU�D�FKLOG·V�GHYHORSPHQW�DV�DFDGHPLF�VWXG\��

BUILD SOMETHING FUN

Collect up lots of unused boxes and make 
something fantastic such as a castle, pirate ship, 
submarine.  Maybe research what you are going 
to make beforehand.  Get the felt tips and paint 
out, dress it up and have lots of fun imagining and 
QMBZJOH���"EE�GBODZ�ESFTT�BOE�mOE�CPPLT�UIBU�TVJU�
your theme to read and give inspiration.  Doing it 
outside means you will have space and freedom to 
be messy! 

MAKE A MUD POTION

Remember the days when you used to make these? 
They’re simple, but even the oldest children love to 
mix, imagine and create.  Theme it if you like and 
add competition, asking who will make the world’s 
best muddy shampoo?  The easiest way to do this 
is to start with lots of containers then ask the 
children to add and sort lots of natural materials into 
them. One for mud, one for water, one for petals, 
one for leaves, one for stones.  Add some food 
colouring into your water for some fun, then let the 
children create and play!

GO FOR A WALK IN THE RAIN

Go for a walk in the rain.  Rather than feeling dis-
appointed about the rain, why not look forward to 
a rainy day.  Have it on your list that the next rainy 
day that comes, you are all going to walk in it.  If 
you do not have any suitable clothing, ask around 
for umbrellas and waterproof clothing you could 
borrow for this joyous event.  Get yourselves all 
wrapped up and off you go.  To keep older children 
entertained, give them a task.  Hand a water bottle 
PVU�BOE�TFF�JG�UIFZ�DBO�mMM�JU�UP�UIF�UPQ�CZ�UIF�FOE�PG�
the walk.  When you return, talk about how you felt 
doing this.  Was it all that bad? 

LOOK AFTER BEES AND BUTTERFLIES

Take everyone to the garden centre to buy some 
XJMEnPXFS�TFFET���5IFZ�SF�TVQFS�DIFBQ�BOE�DSFBUF�
beautiful colours.  These types of seeds are perfect 
GPS�GFFEJOH�PVS�MPWFMZ�CFFT�BOE�CVUUFSnJFT���*G�ZPV�
have no container to plant in, upcycle containers 
such as tyres, old wellingtons, plastic bottles.  Be 
creative!  Think about wall space as well.  Look up 
upcycled wall planters and have a go at utilising 
space! 

CLOUD WATCH

It’s the simple things we used to do as children that 
get forgotten about but were so lovely to do and 
HSFBU�GPS�PVS�NFOUBM�IFBMUI���0O�B�OJDF�EBZ�mOE�B�
OJDF�PQFO�mFME���-JF�PO�ZPVS�CBDLT�BOE�MPPL�BU�UIF�
clouds.  You could research what types of clouds 
are what or go and use your imaginations to see 
pictures in them.  Can you see a cloud that looks 
like a dog? 
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Add to your Outdoor Learning knowhow by upskilling your 
DMPVE�TQPUUJOH�TLJMMT���(P�UP�UIF�.FU�0GmDF�GPS�B�HVJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�NFUPGmDF�HPW�VL�XFBUIFS�MFBSO�BCPVU�XFBUIFS�
types-of-weather/clouds/cloud-spotting-guide

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/weather/types-of-weather/clouds/cloud-spotting-guide
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/weather/types-of-weather/clouds/cloud-spotting-guide
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IMAGES

ROLL DOWN A HILL

It does not feel quite as exciting as an adult as it 
does if you are a small child, but hill rolling is a top 
hit for popping that big smile on any child.  Go for a 
XBML�PS�ESJWF�UP�mOE�UIBU�KVJDZ�IJMM�UP�SPMM�EPXO���3BUF�
the hills and remember to take care - keep lots of 
distance between each other!

CREATIVE CRESS

We have all made the good old cress head out of 
an eggshell but have you thought about having a 
creative cress competition?  Cress is very versatile 
and can grow fast and vast.  Take a napkin, draw a 
picture on it and then add the cress to the parts you 
want it to grow on, such as a face. Add seeds to 
the eyes and nose. 

PLANT YOUR PUMPKINS

The school holidays are the perfect time to plant 
your pumpkins so that they can be harvested near 
Halloween.  Plant the seeds and watch them grow!

MAKE YOGHURT POT SCULPTURES

Ask family and relatives to collect their yoghurt 
pots and when you have lots and lots, try to make 
the tallest yoghurt pot tower without it falling.  How 
many yoghurt pots high do you think you can make 
without it falling?  How many did you manage to 
do? You will have lots of fun with this! 

MAKE AN OBSTACLE COURSE

6TF�BOZUIJOH�BOE�FWFSZUIJOH�ZPV�DBO�mOE�PVUTJEF�
to add challenges for you to overcome.  Make sure 
the children are involved in the process; they often 
have more fun building the obstacles than they do 
playing on them!  For instance, use stones to hop 
over or as stepping stones, place leaves out as 
trails to follow, use sticks as balancing beams and 
petals for roundabouts! Q

HOW-TO

https://themuddypuddleteacher.co.uk/
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